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HUGH WOOD WRITES ON THE WORKS ON THIS CD

I have always liked writing chamber music. This CD is a collection of most of my 

chamber pieces except for the ive string quartets, the quintet, the horn trio and a trio 

for lute, viola and piano. 

The viola variations, Op. 1, was the irst piece in the style which I have more or less 

followed all my working life. I had a friend who played both viola and piano and who 

one day at the Dartington Summer School played me the Beethoven C minor piano 

variations. This piece was for her. I found that the passacaglia-like chordal theme of the 

Beethoven would it to my own viola theme. At the end both elements of the Beethoven 

theme and my theme are revealed together. Mátyás Seiber made some criticisms of this 

climax of the inale, so I re-wrote it. The irst performance of the viola variations was at 

an SPNM concert in January 1960; the performers were Cecil Aronowitz and Margaret 

Kitchin. It was my second public performance ever (the irst had been of a student 

quartet in B lat at an SPNM concert in Cheltenham the previous July).

The violinist Manoug Parikian I had known for several years before I wrote a 

Violin Concerto for him in 1973. So I was delighted to be asked to write for his Trio –  

then consisting also of Amaryllis Fleming and Bernard Roberts. My Op. 24, it was 

commissioned with funds from the Arts Council of Great Britain, and irst performed 

as part of the Brighton Festival on 10 May 1984 at the Old Ship Inn, Brighton. Two days 

later Bernard Roberts resigned from the Trio and his place was taken by Hamish Milne. 

It has been performed many times by different groups over the years.

Among all my Robert Graves settings there is one of an ecstatic poem called Bird 

of Paradise which I set at the suggestion of a friend. The clarinettist Nicholas Cox much 

later asked me for a piece to play with the pianist Vanessa Latarche. I decided to use 

the song as the basis for a fantasy, or commentary upon it, so Op. 26 is like a set of 

variations, with the song theme coming out clearly towards the end. It appears with 

the citation of a song by Schubert and one by Wolf, but very few people recognise 
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them, and nobody grasps their signiicance. It was an Arts Council Commission but due to 

some legalism they never coughed up. Nicholas Cox and Vanessa Latarche gave the irst 

performance on 4 March 1985, and played it a number of times during that year. It has 

been taken up by various other players since.

Poem for violin and piano, Op. 35, was written for Clio Gould to play at the 1994 Park 

Lane Group concerts. She gave its irst performance with Sophie Rahman in the Purcell 

Room on 10 January 1994. It has been played many times since by a number of players, 

but most notably by Alexandra Wood and Huw Watkins.

The twin brothers Bradbury – John (clarinet) and Adrian (cello) – together with the 

pianist Emily Segal formed themselves into the Gemelli Trio in the mid-1990s. I was asked 

to write a Clarinet Trio, Op. 40, for them; it was commissioned with funds from the Britten-

Pears Foundation, the Po-Shung Woo Foundation and the Arts Council of England. It was 

irst performed on 8 July 1997 as part of the 1997 Cheltenham Festival.

The Lindsay Quartet asked me for a Fifth Quartet which was performed in 2001. 

Shortly afterwards they disbanded and Peter Cropper formed a new piano trio with 

Moray Welsh and Martin Roscoe. They asked for a piece for their opening tour of concerts 

which took them all over northern England and the Midlands. I wrote them, as requested, 

a short one-movement piece called Overture, Op. 48, and they played it at the beginning 

of each of their eight concerts in 2005–6. They began at Shrewsbury School, so it was there 

that the irst performance took place on 29 September 2005.

HUGH WOOD Chamber Music

by Malcolm MacDonald

Hugh Wood was born in 1932 at Parbold, near Wigan in Lancashire and educated at Oundle 

School. He came from a music-loving family and after a visit to Bryanston summer school 

he began to think his career would lie in music. And it was only after national service 
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that took him to Egypt, and three years at New College Oxford (where he read History), 

that he really acted on this conviction. After he moved to London in 1954, he studied 

music with the help of W. S. Lloyd Webber, Iain Hamilton, Anthony Milner and Mátyás 

Seiber. As is the fate and lot of many British composers, his career has been punctuated 

by academic appointments: lecturing at Morley College and the Royal Academy of Music 

led on in time to teaching at Glasgow University in the later 1960s, lecturing at Liverpool 

University, and eventually to teaching at Cambridge as a Fellow of Churchill College until 

his retirement in 1999. Wood has been a proliic and eloquent broadcaster and writer on 

music, and in its heyday The Listener was often graced by his trenchant and elegant articles – 

on Beethoven, Stravinsky, Brahms, Gerhard and others.

Wood, being a fastidious and careful worker, tends to compose fairly slowly. He 

irst came to prominence with the premiere at the 1965 BBC Proms of his vocal-orchestral 

Scenes from Comus, after Milton, though he was already well-known and respected in new-

music circles. Subsequent major works have included several concertos and a Symphony 

irst heard in 1982. Nevertheless, it is chamber music which has bulked largest in his 

output, perhaps especially because of the capacity of the medium for the intense and 

thoroughgoing working-out of ideas in polyphonic discourse. In addition to the works on 

the present disc, he has written ive string quartets and several other pieces of concerted 

chamber music. Stylistically he has been associated with a personal development of 

twelve-note serialism, and he shares with Schoenberg a relish for knotty dialectic and 

the kind of moments of revelation in which beauty or sweetness emerges in unexpected 

moments from a rigorously pursued argument. With Wood, intellectual toughness, strong 

emotion and sonorous beguilement often proceed in parallel.

The following notes around the works included on this disc seek only to expand upon 

the composer’s own lucid remarks, and offer some personal responses to a music which 

is remarkably rich in suggestion as well as continuously exciting admiration through the 

quality of its craftsmanship. 
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Variations for Viola and Piano, Op. 1

Wood’s irst published work, his Variations for Viola and Piano, Op. 1, was composed in 

1958 and is dedicated to his teacher, Iain Hamilton. The viola part was edited by Cecil 

Aronowitz, who gave the irst public performance. It must have seemed an austere 

work at the time, though its structural clarity and controlled passion today seem almost 

Classical: it is a substantial and intensely expressed contribution to the viola repertoire 

that is heard all too seldom in concert. Schoenberg is certainly a palpable inluence on 

the work: perhaps especially his late Phantasy for violin and piano, Op. 47, the mood and 

gestural language of which seem to be recalled in the opening Introduzione – Declamando, an 

arresting recitative-like prelude in which the two instruments seem essentially to go their 

own ways. After this the ‘Tema’ unfolds on the viola against a calmer accompaniment, 

and the unaccompanied plunging seventh in the viola at the start of the Introduction is 

revealed as the irst gesture of the theme itself. It is a twelve-note melody, insofar as its 

irst phrases encompass all twelve notes of the chromatic scale without repetition, but its 

treatment is not strictly serial – rather in the ensuing variations Wood makes use of the 

traditional devices of motivic inversion and retrograde, augmentation and diminution, 

canon and octave displacement and vertical agglomeration of pitches. None of these 

devices was original to Schoenberg’s twelve-note method, but they had all, by the time 

Wood was writing, derived fresh structural point and focus from it. 

But to view the work merely from a Schoenbergian perspective is perhaps to 

look down the wrong end of the telescope: the composer has noted above the theme’s 

unexpected possibility of symbiosis with the chordal theme of Beethoven’s 32 Variations 

in C minor of 1806, an element which subtly and secretly colours the harmony in various 

places, and Wood’s work is certainly conceived in the spirit of the great variation-tradition 

that leads back through Brahms to Beethoven. There are six variations plus a inale, 

and Wood takes care that the theme should remain fairly recognisable by its contours 

and phraseology throughout. It immediately shows a skittish side in the irst (Giocoso) 

variation, where the viola again takes the lead; it then transfers to the piano in the Inquieto 
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variation II against the agitated sul ponticello igurations of the viola. Both instruments co-

operate in the Furioso third variation, spiky and percussive and characterized by insistent 

repeated notes, working up to a drastic sfffz tutta forza climax.

These irst three variations seem to be conceived as an evolving and accelerating group 

which leads to that climax, and which then disappears scorrevole, giving way to Variation 

IV, an Adagio molto, sostenuto. This is in essence the still centre and ‘slow movement’ 

of the work, the theme transformed into a long-breathed arioso against warm, gently 

pulsing piano harmonies. Faster tempi and more angular writing resume with the ifth 

Variation, a lively dialogue for the two instruments marked Capriccioso. This grows more 

impassioned, ending with the viola high and sustained against punching piano chords. 

Calmer harmonies introduce Variation VI, which bears the title Meditazione; its reverie 

on aspects of the theme passes smoothly into the inale, the gentle triple-time iguration 

of which surrounds the theme, molto cantando, in augmentation in the right hand of the 

piano. This inal span of the work builds harshly to another Tutta forza outburst and then 

dies away, the piano writing thinning out to a Webern-like spareness of texture as the 

viola recalls the theme at its original pitches against a sequence of chords which is, in 

fact, the same (allowing for octave transposition) as those of Beethoven’s C minor theme. 

But although Beethoven’s penultimate chord is a staccato quaver, Wood holds it down to 

extinction; meanwhile the viola lands inally on a high B that is answered, low down, by 

the quiet inality of the repeated octave C’s in the left hand of the piano: both a ‘resolution’ 

of the Beethoven and an expansion, over three octaves, of the falling seventh, B–C, which 

is the start (and now, here, the inish) of Wood’s twelve-note theme.

Piano Trio, Op. 24

In the quarter-century between the Viola Variations and his Piano Trio, premiered in 1984, 

Wood’s musical language had matured into a rich and multi-faceted idiom that was able 

to embrace a wide range of gesture and affect. In his concertos of the 1970s and, especially, 

the Symphony, Op. 21, he had assimilated elements of traditional tonality – sometimes 
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including direct quotation, sometimes not – to provide areas of contrast or, occasionally, 

conl ict with the totally-chromatic nature of his general discourse. (In retrospect, therefore, 

the way the Op. 1 Variations eventually tips its hat to Beethoven was prophetic.)  

The i rst movement of the Piano Trio provides a fascinating instance of Wood’s 

incorporation of tonal reference. It opens Allegro appassionato with the three instruments 

independently making angular, vertiginous staccato swoops typical of hyper-expressionist 

fragmentation and dissonance. Yet almost at once, violin and cello unite in two-octave 

unison to state, fortissimo, a very ‘tonal’-sounding six-note i gure, one notable moreover 

for its conjunct motion and narrow compass, its i ve pitches i lling out the chromatic 

i eld of a major third and returning to its initial pitch in a manner reminiscent of Bartók 

(Ex. 1(a)). Almost immediately it is developed canonically, i nding a typically terse motivic 

form (Ex. 1(b)). Its triplet-duplet rhythm gives it the faint air of a habañera, although 

Wood seldom makes this exotic aspect explicit, even if he seems to imply it at junctures 

such as bar 75, where it acquires a vocal grace-note (Ex. 1(c)). 

Ex. 1

(a)

(b) (c)
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The igure turns out to be omnipresent, giving rise to many of the principal ideas of the 

movement and continually offsetting its more angular aspects: it rides above and below 

and through and within the low of the musical argument, so to speak. It is also the key 

to the many phrases and passages marked lirico e legato, in which the discourse proceeds 

in a counterpoint of long lines, mainly those of the string instruments with the piano as 

supporter or disputant. Cello and violin both have extended duets with the piano, and 

duets with each other, sometimes in quasi-contrary motion, climbing or falling steeply 

to the extreme heights and depths of their registers. The six-note igure can sound in 

harmonics or sul tasto, and after a climactic passage developing the gestures of the angry 

introduction it appears again on unison strings, its reiterations slowing and quietening 

to provide an open-ended close.

The irst movement has established a duality between the string instruments as the 

main carriers of the melos and the piano as the etcher-in of harmony and texture, and 

this polarization continues in the central slow movement, marked Adagio, molto calmo 

e mesto. It begins high up in the registers of all the instruments, with cystalline piano 

igurations and long-breathed melody from violin and cello. At poco più mosso the piano 

texture changes to eddying, somewhat Brahmsian iguration that evokes an answering, 

slightly livelier music in the strings. Then at Ancora più mosso violin and cello ascend 

in ghostly sul ponticello triplet iguration to their high register, whereupon the piano is 

inally allowed to restate the violin melody from the opening of the movement. In its 

latter part a certain polyphonic unanimity is achieved between the three instruments 

before it ends in the high regions where it began.

Marked Vivace scherzando. Capriccioso, sempre sotto voce, the last movement combines 

the functions of scherzo and inale. It starts with whimsically scurrying music whose 

scalic, more overtly tonal character recalls (and might be said to extend) Ex. 1(a) from 

the irst movement. The feeling of a jig, albeit a spectral, insubstantial one, is seldom 

far from the surface. A more cantabile element breaks into the capering music, which 

responds in more insistent and forceful guise, briely abandoning its sotto voce character 
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before gathering its forces for a drive to the inishing line and the inal brusque twelve-

note chord.  

Paraphrase for Clarinet and Piano, Op. 26  

Wood has composed several sets of songs on words by Robert Graves, starting with Set 

1 (his Op. 18) in 1966–67. Set 3 (Op. 25), completed in 1983, incorporates material going 

back as far as 1966. Graves’s poem ‘Bird of Paradise’, from his poetic cycle Man Does, 

Woman Is, provided the text for the fourth and last song of Set 3, completed on 1 February 

1983, and Wood’s setting in turn provided the basis for the Paraphrase for Clarinet and 

Piano, Op. 26 – the short form of title for a work more fully titled Paraphrase on Bird of 

Paradise – completed on 11 January 1985, which is a fantasy in variation form. Graves’ 

poem loridly describes the mating display of the male Bird of Paradise, who in opening 

his wings, is ‘Displaying emerald plumage shot with gold/ Unguessed even by him’ – 

and the effect of this ‘glory’ on the awed and somewhat fearful female. Just beneath its 

surface the poem is a metaphor for Graves’ view of sexual relations between male and 

female in all or any species, especially the human. But Graves was not the only poet 

who contributed inspiration to the piece, for the score also bears, as epigraph, two lines 

of Spanish verse that view the male-female polarity in altogether less triumphant vein:

Aunque éste sea el último dolor que ella me causa,

y éstos sean los últimos verso que yo le escribo.

(Although this may be the last pain she causes me,  

and these may be the last verses I write for her.) 

Though unattributed in the score of Paraphrase, these are in fact the inal lines of the tragic 

poem Puedo escribir (‘Tonight I can write the saddest poem’) by Pablo Neruda – the inal 

poem, evoking the end of a love affair, of his collection Twenty Love Poems and a Song of 
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Despair which he wrote in 1923 at the age of twenty. Neruda is a poet whom, in 1973, Wood 

set to memorable effect in his Song Cycle on Poems of Pablo Neruda, Op. 19 for high voice 

and ensemble, presenting seven poems from that collection in a version by Christopher 

Logue; the Cycle concludes with a setting of this very poem. There is thus – if one includes 

the Schubert and Wolf quotations to which the composer draws attention above, along 

with the B-A-C-H motif, which appears emphatically, though in transposed form, as 

the clarinet’s irst speciically melodic statement – a veritable web of associations to this 

work. Perhaps another aspect is the way it appears sometimes like a parody of Messiaen’s 

‘style oiseau’, spinning an evocative landscape out of a ‘birdsong’ that is anything but an 

accurate transcription of any actual living bird.

Paraphrase consists of a single movement, but it has ive numbered sections, during 

the irst three of which the material of the song ‘emerges’. The clearest statement of it is 

given in the fourth section, though even here the material is varied, and the vocal line 

(played on the clarinet) is lengthened and also widened intervallically to span the full 

register of the instrument. The oscillating, accelerating clarinet trills in the opening ‘Very 

Slow’ section suggest birdsong without any hint of literalness. They begin to outline 

portions of whole-tone scale, and trace an elegantly spun melodic curve with an intense 

climactic point. In section II (Con moto) the trills are more prominent in the piano, as are 

the whole-tone elements, the clarinet breaking in upon this with disruptive, emphatic 

upward gestures.

A brief, luttering third section (scorrevole) leads to Section IV (declamato), the focus and 

climax of the piece as well as its most substantial section, where the song melody is heard 

in long sustained phrases against surging piano arpeggios whose initial chromaticism 

melts more and more into diatonicism. A strident climax, with the clarinet swooping up 

to the top of its register, gradually relaxes into meditative recitative, leading to Section V. 

This – marked, like the irst section, ‘Very Slow’ – is an almost Brahmsian lyric effusion, 

with the piano playing the song melody in the style of a chorale and the clarinet gliding off 

into rising scalic patterns as if ascending on an updraft. A rapt transition leads into a molto 
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adagio coda beginning with a quotation of the opening bars of Phänomen, one of Hugo 

Wolf’s Goethe-Lieder, in the piano. The irst four notes of the quotation themselves outline 

a fragment of whole-tone scale, and quiet whole-tone ascents are the clarinet’s response, 

which it follows with the melody of ‘Der greise Kopf’ from Schubert’s Winterreise. The 

end of the quotation evokes, through similarity of shape and interval content, the ‘Bird of 

Paradise’ melody, which in the closing bars is heard for the last time high in the clarinet, 

while the opening trills of Paraphrase shimmer quietly in the piano. 

The Schubert and Wolf songs both speak of the grey (or white, in Wolf) hairs of old 

age. In Schubert, the frost brings only a presage of them, which reminds the singer of his 

mortality; in Wolf, they are directly contrasted with the many colours of the rainbow. 

The contrast could equally well be with the fantastic colours of the Bird of Paradise, and 

though Goethe’s poem afirms that even an old man can experience love, Wood seems to 

suggest – for both quotations are choked off, unresolved – that the ecstatic love of which 

the Bird is an image remains in fact an unattainable dream. Wood had just turned 50 

when he completed the third group of Robert Graves Songs; perhaps he was meditating, 

as one does around that landmark, on the aging process, the shortening of days, the 

circumscribing of the future and the pain of memory.   

Poem for violin and piano, Op. 35

Perhaps the most striking instance of the opposition and reconciliation of chromatic 

and diatonic elements in Wood’s music occurs in his Poem for violin and piano, Op. 35, 

commissioned by the PLG Young Artists New Year Concert Series of 1994 and written in 

June–July 1993 for the violinist Clio Gould, to whom the piece is dedicated and whose 

artistry Wood had long admired. The work was revised for its publication in 1996.

In his own programme-note for the Poem, Wood wrote that ‘There is nothing 

complicated about the title – no attempts at imitation of sonnet structure or any arcane 

rhyming scheme: it just seemed like a nice name for a piece that was intended to be 

straightforwardly lyrical – one long tune, in fact’. He also observed that ‘the opening 
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rhetorical section […] is more white-note music than anything I’ve written for some time: 

this character alternates with chromatic music’. The form, according to Wood, ‘is binary, in 

the sense that the tune happens twice’, and ‘the violin never stops playing’.

‘White-note’ is literally true: the opening music is entirely innocent of accidentals, 

the violin in exultant double-stopping against bell-like piano chords à la Stravinsky’s Duo 

Concertant. But then it softly unfolds its twelve-note tune, threading it through a spare 

but keyboard-spanning accompaniment. Momentum picks up, driving with increasing 

passion to a reprise of the initial diatonic esultante that on this appearance is embroidered 

and intensii ed by very traditional virtuosic means. The tune unfolds a second time, now 

in very high register, accompanied now by rainbow-shimmering piano arpeggios. A lyric 

dialogue between violin and piano in their high registers leads to more impressionist 

cascades, and then the violin climbs higher and higher, fading out in rising harmonics. 

The listener, trying to catch its last and highest notes, is like a watcher who loses the l ight 

of a bird into the eye of the sun.  

Trio for Clarinet, Cello and Piano, Op. 40

Wood’s Trio for Clarinet, Cello and Piano, Op. 40, composed between February and June 

1997, is cast in three movements, the outer ones slow and l anking a central scherzo. In 

writing this cogent and consistently imaginative, as well as deeply felt, work Wood must 

have been piercingly aware of the precedent of Brahms’s great Op. 114 Trio for the same 

three instruments, in the ini nite subtleties of tone-colour he wrests from the players and 

the polyphonic intricacy of his textures. 

The very opening of Wood’s Trio is canonic, the clarinet answering the cello at the 

distance of a tritone; the i rst six notes of their two lines spell out all twelve of the total 

chromatic. The i rst movement as a whole is built in sections which echo rather than 

develop one another’s material, and on the idea of solos for the various instruments that 

turn into duets. Thus after this musing canonic introduction has culminated in a contrary-

motion triplet i guration on the piano, which Wood refers to as a ‘refrain’, the clarinet 
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gives out a long, songful theme spanning its entire register, which evolves into a duet with 

the cello, the piano playing a subsidiary role. Clarinet and cello then take up the vehement 

triplet ‘refrain’, after which the piano has a solo of its own that re-casts the canonic writing 

of the other instruments from the opening. The cello then has its own lyrical solo against 

a more leggiero piano texture, eventually joined by the clarinet in expressive duet. The 

climax of the movement comes with the triplet idea in fortissimo augmentation on clarinet 

and cello against massive piano chords, and the coda reprises the lyrical canon at the 

tritone of the opening of the movement, the clarinet taking the lead this time.

Marked Risoluto, fantastico, the second movement is, according to the composer, 

a scherzo-march. Two contrasted ideas are exposed at the very beginning, an urgent 

semiquaver igure and a more lumbering and angular music (marked esitando) irst 

appearing on the clarinet and quickly transferring to the cello against a dry staccato piano 

accompaniment. The cello-writing may occasionally recall another ‘fantastic’ scherzo, 

that of Debussy’s Cello Sonata (subtitled, one may remember, ‘Pierrot fâché avec la 

lune’). Though the movement quickly develops a gemütlich momentum more reminiscent 

of the ‘Tanzscene’ movement of Schoenberg’s Op. 24 Serenade, a contrasting, ironically 

lachrymose idea in dotted rhythm (cello, passing to clarinet) reminds one more of his 

Pierrot Lunaire. (As the movement progresses, one begins to hear Schoenbergian echoes all 

through it.) The various ideas are passed between and among the instruments, the suave 

dotted-note idea bringing a cantabile climax as a duet for clarinet and cello, after which the 

movement sputters out in spectral, staccato solos for the three instruments in turn.       

The inale is an Adagio, dedicated to the memory of Hugh Wood’s long-time friend 

Susan Curthoys, who died in 1997. The dark-hued introduction, all the instruments low 

in their registers and interweaving presentations of a three-note chromatic igure, may 

be another Pierrot allusion, to the passacaglia ‘Nacht’ in Schoenberg’s cycle. A dry drum-

beat on the piano becomes the background to long-breathed solos from the other two 

instruments, spun out of the three-note chromatic igure. A warmly elegiac Più mosso 

section, all three instruments in passionate polyphony, forms the core of the movement, 
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and then the piano drum-beat returns, leading into a coda that develops the sombre three-

note polyphony of the opening. The inal bars present all twelve notes as three arpeggiated 

four-note chords from the cello: a whiff of a ghostly serenade sounding into silence.

Overture for Violin, Cello and Piano, Op. 48

The most recent work in this collection is Hugh Wood’s Overture for Violin, Cello and 

Piano, Op. 48, which was commissioned by Music in the Round for the trio of Peter 

Cropper, Moray Welsh and Martin Roscoe. Completed in May 2005, it was irst performed 

by those artists on 29 September that year at the Maidment Hall, Shrewsbury as part of a 

country-wide tour. This lively, compact work is designed to be a vigorous, concentrated 

concert-opener and fulils that purpose admirably. A thrusting, rising principal idea, 

announced like a fanfare in the opening bars, where violin and cello tend to move as 

one unit, is developed and extended – and also contrasted – against lyrical episodes in 

which the string instruments are generally in canon. The two kinds of low climax in a 

combination of appassionato strings against the main idea’s prevailing triplet motion in 

the piano. An economical but eventful development, exploiting Schoenbergian chains of 

fourths, rises to a twelve-note cluster in the piano and a Vigoroso coda that brings the 

Overture to an end in athletic aspiration and high good humour.

© Malcolm MacDonald, 2009

Malcolm MacDonald is the author of The Symphonies of Havergal Brian (three vols., Kahn & Averill, 

London, 1974, 1978 and 1983) and the editor of the irst two volumes of Havergal Brian on Music (Toccata 

Press, London, 1985 and 2009); further volumes are  in preparation. His other writings include books on 

Brahms, Foulds, Schoenberg, Ronald Stevenson and Edgard Varèse; his most recent title is the ‘Master 

Musicians’ Schoenberg (Oxford University Press, Oxford, 2008), a revised and expanded edition of his 

original book of 1976.
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The London Archduke Trio made its London debut at the Royal Academy of Music in 1996 

playing Beethoven’s Triple Concerto. It has toured together as far aield as Israel and Africa and 

made its London South Bank debut in 1997 as part of the Festival Hall Eastern European Jewish 

Culture Celebration. The Trio regularly coaches and performs at the Dartington International 

Summer School, and has given recitals in various festivals including the Trafalgar Square Festival 

in London. Other engagements have included several further performances at the South Bank 

Centre in London and several European tours.

Nathaniel Vallois (violin) was born in Paris in 1974 and lives in London. He gave his irst solo 

performance aged nine in Sion, Switzerland. His teachers included Miriam Solovieff, Itzhak 

Rashkovsky and Ruggiero Ricci, and he has continued to beneit from the advice of Camilla Wicks. 

The recipient of many prizes and awards, he gave his British solo debut in 1993, playing Bartók’s 

First Concerto in Canterbury Cathedral, as part of the Festival. Since then, he has performed 

extensively as soloist and chamber musician in the UK. He has given many concerto and recital 

appearances in the major London venues and  festivals  throughout England. The Senior Violin 

Teacher at the Birmingham Conservatoire and on the staff of the Purcell School of Music, he is 

invited to perform, broadcast and give masterclasses abroad, in France, Germany, Israel, Romania, 

Spain, Turkey, South Africa, the USA and elsewhere. He has previously released a recital CD of 

French music entitled Beau Soir with Charles Wiffen. He has a deep interest in historical artists 

and recordings, and is a regular contributor to The Strad magazine and a consultant for record 

companies.

Gabriella Swallow (cello) was born in Belfast in 1980. In 1990 she won a scholarship to Chethams’ 

School of Music where she studied with Nick Jones. In 1999 she was awarded an ABRSM 

Scholarship to study at the Royal College of Music with Jerome Pernoo and composition with 

Timothy Salter. She graduated and was awarded the prestigious Tagore Gold Medal in July 2003. 

With the Sans Souci Piano Trio she won the 2001 West Belfast Chamber Music Bursary Award and 

the Bernard Stevens Prize. In July 2003 she performed in the West Cork Chamber Music Festival, 

which was broadcasted by Lyric FM. Recently she took part in a concert as part of Kettles Yard 

New Music Series in Cambridge. Forthcoming performances include Xenakis’s Kottos alongside 

the dancer Eva Recacha for the Zaragoza Festival in Spain, tango concerts in Switzerland and 

performing in both the Henze and Carlisle Festivals. She plays a cello made by Charles Harris Snr. 
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in 1820. She is currently Mills Williams Junior Fellow at the Royal College of Music.

Charles Wiffen (piano) has performed extensively in the UK, Europe, Israel, the USA, China and 

southern Africa. He is a member of Contemporary Consort and has performed in a number of 

festivals, among them the BBC Proms, Arundel, Brighton, Buckingham, Chelsea, Grahamstown, 

King’s Lynn and Johannesburg Spring; he was also invited by Isaac Stern to take part in ‘Jerusalem 

Encounters’. Recent venues have included Harvard University, Manchester’s Bridgewater Hall and 

London’s Wigmore Hall. Charles studied at the University of the Witwatersrand in Johannesburg 

and at the Royal College of Music in London. He studied the piano with Pauline Nossel, Maria 

Curcio, the late Yonty Solomon and Emanuel Ax, and participated in chamber music classes with 

Yo-Yo Ma and Isaac Stern. As a student he won numerous awards including the coveted Percival 

Kirby Gold Medal and the Jim Joel Scholarship. As well as recording and broadcasting extensively 

for BBC Radio 3, Classic FM and the SABC, Charles has also released several CDs of solo piano and 

chamber music. From 1998 until 2005 he was a Research Fellow and lecturer at the Royal College 

of Music; he has also taught at Trinity College of Music and is currently Head of the Department of 

Music at Bath Spa University. His writings on music have been published in several journals and 

by Dorling Kindersley and Oxford University Press.

Roger Heaton, clarinettist and conductor, studied at the Royal Academy of Music, King’s College 

London and Huddersield University. He performs with such groups as the Kreutzer and Smith 

String Quartets, was a member of the London Sinfonietta and Ensemble Modern, and is a member 

of the Gavin Bryars Ensemble. He was Music Director and Conductor of Rambert Dance Company 

during the 1990s, Clarinet Professor at the Darmstadt Ferienkurse für Neue Musik (1982–94) and 

is currently Professor of Music at Bath Spa University. His most recent CDs include music by Tom 

Johnson on the Ants/Silenzio label, and clarinet quintets by Morton Feldman and Christopher Fox 

on Metier. 

Paul Silverthorne has been Principal Viola of the London Symphony Orchestra since 1991 and of 

the London Sinfonietta since 1988, while continuing to pursue a busy solo career. As a soloist, he 

has performed with the LSO, the London Sinfonietta and with other major orchestras in the UK, 

USA and Europe, under such conductors as Sir Colin Davis, André Previn, Sir Simon Rattle, Sir 

John Eliot Gardiner, Oliver Knussen and John Adams.  

His solo performances in recent years have covered an extraordinarily wide range, including 
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Berlioz’s Harold in Italy in New York with the LSO and Sir Colin Davis, the Walton Concerto in 

London, the US and on tour in Europe, the premiere of a new electronic work at the South Bank 

and performances of George Benjamin’s Viola, Viola in Sydney, the Barbican and at festivals around 

Europe. He recently received the score of a new viola concerto written for him by the American 

composer Kenneth Fuchs which will be recorded in 2011.

He has recorded a wide range of repertoire for EMI, Koch International, ASV, Chandos, 

Meridian and many other labels; his acclaimed CD Invocations, with John Constable, on the Black 

Box label consists entirely of works written for him over the previous twenty years. Another 

recent release, Vaughan Williams’ Flos Campi on the Naxos label, received rave reviews and was 

Gramophone magazine’s ‘Record of the Month. Future recording plans include discs of works by 

Beethoven and Röntgen for Toccata Classics.

He is much in demand around the world for masterclasses and is a Professor at the Royal 

Academy of Music, to whom he is indebted for the loan, from their collection, of the viola by the 

brothers Amati from 1620 on which he plays.

His website can be found at www.paulsilverthorne.com.

Staking out the Territory and Other Writings on Music
Hugh Wood

Edited by Christopher Wintle 

Introduction by Bayan Northcott

Since his early days Hugh Wood has pursued a triple career as composer, teacher 
and writer: he has added to the repertory of orchestral, chamber and vocal music, 
he has lectured at the Universities of Glasgow, Liverpool and Cambridge, and he 
has been involved in an endless round of articles, reviews and broadcasts. What 
these activities have in common is a keen interest in the highways and byways 
of European culture, a fastidious style, and a determination to scotch pretence 
wherever it appears. But behind all this lies another concern, an insatiable quest 
for knowledge of the territory composers stake out for themselves. This selection of 
writings is in three parts and shows three aspects to the quest. The irst addresses 
his own experience; the second maps out the historical and cultural context for a 
number of orchestral and chamber works in a set of concert essays; and the third 
draws together several composer-vignettes from his recent reviews for the Times 
Literary Supplement.

256pp ISBN 978-0-955608-71-1
£15.99/$29.95
Plumbago Books, available through Boydell & Brewer (www.boydell.co.uk)
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MADE IN THE UK

Hugh Wood, born in Lancashire in 1932, is one of Britain’s most distinguished 
composers, his music marrying expressionist power and lyrical elegance. 
Although Wood has a number of large-scale pieces to his credit, he prefers 
the intimacy of chamber music and these six works – ranging from his 
Op. 1, written in 1958, to the Overture for Piano Trio of 2005 – expertly 
balance formal clarity, rigorous craftsmanship and a high charge of energy.

HUGH WOOD Chamber Music

 Overture for Piano Trio, Op. 48: 

Energico* 5:43

 Variations for Viola and Piano, Op. 1: 

Introduction – Declamando – Tema – 

Variation I: Giocoso – Variation II: Inquieto – 

Variation III: Furioso – Variation IV: 

Appassionato – Variation V: Capriccioso – 

Variation VI: Meditazione – Finale* 11:28

 Paraphrase on ‘Bird of Paradise’ for 
Clarinet and Piano, Op. 26: Very slow  12:47

 Poem for Violin and Piano, Op. 35: 

Largo 8:29

Clarinet Trio, Op. 40 19:16
Comodo 7:05

Risoluto, fantastico 5:19

Adagio 6:52

Trio for Violin, Cello and Piano, Op. 24* 21:27
Allegro appassionato 9:26

Adagio molto calmo e mesto 8:35

Vivace scherzando 3:26

 TT 79:31

RECORDED IN THE PRESENCE OF THE COMPOSER; *FIRST RECORDINGS

The London Archduke Trio 
Nathaniel Vallois, violin; Gabriella Swallow, cello; Charles Wiffen, piano 
Paul Silverthorne, viola 
Roger Heaton, clarinet
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